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ABSTRACT

A combination of 240 years of output from a state-of-the-art chemistry–climate model and a twentieth-

century reanalysis product is used to investigate to what extent sudden stratospheric warmings are preceded

by anomalous tropospheric wave activity. To this end we study the fate of lower tropospheric wave events

(LTWEs) and their interaction with the stratospheric mean flow. These LTWEs are contrasted with sudden

stratospheric deceleration events (SSDs), which are similar to sudden stratospheric warmings but place more

emphasis on the explosive dynamical nature of such events. Reanalysis andmodel output provide very similar

statistics: Around one-third of the identified SSDs are preceded by wave events in the lower troposphere,

while two-thirds of the SSDs are not preceded by a tropospheric wave event. In addition, only 20% of all

anomalous tropospheric wave events are followed by an SSD in the stratosphere. This constitutes statistically

robust evidence that the anomalous amplification of wave activity in the stratosphere that drives SSDs is not

necessarily due to an anomalous amplification of the waves in the source region (i.e., the lower troposphere).

The results suggest that the dynamics in the lowermost stratosphere and the vortex geometry are essential,

and should be carefully analyzed in the search for precursors of SSDs.

1. Introduction

Sudden stratospheric warmings (SSWs) are major

disruptions of the wintertime stratospheric polar vortex

of the Northern Hemisphere (Labitzke 1977; Butler

et al. 2015), which profoundly alter the stratospheric

circulation and transport at a global scale (see de la

Cámara et al. 2018a,b, and references therein). Perhaps

the most important impact of SSWs in terms of potential

societal repercussions is their influence on Euro-Atlantic

weather regimes: the associated stratospheric tempera-

ture andwind anomalies during SSWs can induce changes

in the storm track that impact surface weather for up to

two months (Baldwin and Dunkerton 2001; Thompson

et al. 2002; Kidston et al. 2015; Ayarzagüena et al. 2018).
Indeed, increasing evidence suggests that SSWs are a

source of additional predictability in subseasonal-to-

seasonal forecasting of winter climate in Europe and

eastern North America (Marshall and Scaife 2010;

Smith and Kushner 2012; Tripathi et al. 2015; Scaife

et al. 2016; Butler et al. 2019).

In this context, understanding the still unclear mech-

anisms behind the explosive growth of stratospheric

wave activity that ultimately triggers SSWs arises as a

major scientific question. In particular, much of the

discussion centers on the relative roles of tropospheric
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and stratospheric processes in the wave flux amplification

that happens in the stratosphere. On one hand, the

planetary Rossby waves present in the stratosphere have

their primary sources in the troposphere (Andrews et al.

1987). Therefore, an often-invoked explanation for the

rapid increase of stratospheric wave fluxes is the anom-

alous excitation of these waves in the troposphere and

their subsequent propagation into the stratosphere (e.g.,

Matsuno 1971; Polvani andWaugh 2004). In this context,

several phenomena have been linked with an increased

probability of SSW occurrence, such as El Niño–
Southern Oscillation (ENSO), the Madden–Julian oscil-

lation (MJO), blockings, and so on (e.g., Martius et al.

2009; Butler and Polvani 2011; Garfinkel et al. 2012;

Scaife et al. 2014; Barriopedro and Calvo 2014; Colucci

andKelleher 2015; Domeisen et al. 2018a; Garfinkel et al.

2018). On the other hand, stratospheric conditions may

crucially determine the occurrence of an SSW by modu-

lating the propagation of wave activity from the tropo-

sphere, developing its own internal instabilities, or even

favoring resonant wave amplification (e.g., Clark 1974;

Plumb 1981; McIntyre 1982; Chen and Robinson 1992;

Christiansen 1999; Esler and Scott 2005; Domeisen et al.

2018a). Experiments with highly truncated stratosphere-

only models (i.e., with an inactive troposphere) have

suggested that the stratosphere is able to internally gen-

erate oscillations that resemble SSWs (e.g., Holton and

Mass 1976; Yoden 1987; Scott and Haynes 2000; Chen

et al. 2001; Matthewman and Esler 2011; Esler and

Matthewman 2011). In particular, Sjoberg and Birner

(2014) have demonstrated the ability of such a model

stratosphere to internally generate an SSW even with

constant prescribed bottom boundary wave activity flux.

But to what extent is this applicable to more complex

global models, or even to reality, where there is strong

transient forcing from the troposphere? Results from

simulations with three-dimensional primitive equation

models of the stratosphere (Smith 1989, 1992; Martineau

et al. 2018a), global dry dynamical coremodels (Scott and

Polvani 2004; Hitchcock and Haynes 2016; Jucker 2016;

Martineau et al. 2018a; Lindgren et al. 2018), and state-of-

the-art general circulation models (Christiansen 1999;

Scott and Polvani 2006; de la Cámara et al. 2017) point

out the ability of the stratosphere to modulate or control

the occurrence of, and even internally generate, SSWs.

There are also studies that use reanalysis products to

gain new insights into the relative roles of anomalous

tropospheric wave injection and stratospheric control on

the explosive growth of stratospheric wave activity that

triggers SSWs. In particular, Birner and Albers (2017,

hereafter BA17) used 38 years of reanalysis fields to re-

veal that only about 33% of the observed SSWs since

1979 were preceded by anomalously strong lower

tropospheric wave events, and that only 20% of the lower

tropospheric wave events were followed by SSWs. These

results give context to recent case studies that haveprovided

evidence of the essential role of the stratosphere state (i.e.,

vortex preconditioning) in the development of the SSWs

that occurred in 2009 (Albers and Birner 2014; Domeisen

et al. 2018b) and 2013 (Attard et al. 2016).

The goal of the present paper is to expand the study of

BA17 and to investigate if SSWs are preceded by anom-

alous tropospheric wave activity in long climate records.

We will use historical climate simulations of the Whole

Atmosphere Community ClimateModel (WACCM) and

data from the ECMWF twentieth-century reanalysis

(ERA-20C). We identify lower tropospheric events of

anomalously strong wave activity, as well as midstrato-

spheric events of strong zonal wind deceleration. In

agreement with previous findings (BA17; White et al.

2019), our results show that only ;1/5 of tropospheric

wave events are followed by such stratospheric events,

and that about 1/3 of stratospheric events are preceded by

tropospheric wave events. Composite analyses of the

upward wave activity flux provide evidence that the rapid

amplification of stratospheric wave fluxes that drives

SSWs can hardly be attributed to amplification in the

tropospheric wave sources. Analysis of vortex moment

diagnostics suggests that the vortex is preferentially wider

and centered over the pole before stratospheric events

dominated by zonal wavenumber-1 amplification.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.

Section 2 describes the model output, methods, and di-

agnostics employed, while section 3 presents the results.

A summary and discussion of the main results are in-

cluded in section 4.

2. Data and methods

a. Model output and reanalysis

We use output from a state-of-the-art chemistry cli-

mate model and a twentieth-century reanalysis. The

model used is the Whole Atmosphere Community Cli-

mate Model (WACCM) version 4 (Marsh et al. 2013;

Garcia et al. 2017), which can serve as the atmospheric

component of the Community Earth System Model

developed at the National Center for Atmospheric Re-

search. We use an ensemble of four members (each

member using slightly different initial conditions of

the atmospheric state) forced with observed sea surface

temperatures and external forcings for the period

1955–2014, with a horizontal resolution of 2.58 3 1.98
longitude–latitude, and 66 levels in the vertical with the

top at about 140-km altitude. This provides 240 years of

daily output.
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We also use daily meteorological fields from the re-

analysis of the twentieth century ERA-20C (Poli et al.

2016), developed at the European Centre for Medium-

Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF). The horizontal

resolution is approximately 125 km and has 91 vertical

levels between the surface and 0.01 hPa. In particular

we use the zonal-mean dataset described in Martineau

et al. (2018b). ERA-20C covers the period 1900–2010,

assimilating observations of surface pressure and sur-

face winds over the ocean. It is important to remark

that ERA-20C is not taken in this study as a reliable

reproduction of the synoptic evolution of the strato-

sphere (previous studies have shown that ERA-20C

presents a reasonable stratospheric variability; see

Gerber and Martineau 2018; Hitchcock 2019), but

rather as a valuable long dataset from which statistics

can be extracted.

To calculate daily anomalies of the different fields, we

use a slowly evolving climatological seasonal cycle,

which is computed as follows. Starting from monthly-

mean averages, we first calculate 30-yr means centered

on every 10th year for each individual month, and then

we interpolate back to a yearly time series (for each

individual month). Finally, we interpolate the monthly-

mean climatology to a daily time series, producing a

daily seasonal cycle that smoothly varies over the years.

Deseasonalized anomalies are then calculated as the

difference between the original daily fields and the

seasonal cycle, after which a 10-day running mean is

applied.

Unless stated otherwise, anomalies are normalized by

the daily standard deviation s (referred to as standard-

ized anomalies throughout the paper). This provides a

measure of how far is an anomaly from the climatolog-

ical mean in s units and, therefore, gives a continuous

measure of statistical significance.1 In terms of a Stu-

dent’s t test, essentially all anomalies shown in the

composites in section 3 are statistically significant at the

95% confidence level.

b. Identification of events

We have used similar methods to those of BA17 for

the identification of anomalous lower troposphere

wave events (LTWEs), employing time series of

standardized anomalies of the vertical component of

the Eliassen–Palm flux (Fz) (Andrews et al. 1987) at

600 hPa averaged over 458–758N. Since SSWs in the

stratosphere tend to be triggered by amplification of

individual planetary waves, and previous studies have

reported a high degree of anticorrelation between the

longest planetary waves (e.g., Labitzke 1978, 1981),

this is done separately for the zonal harmonics with

wavenumber 1 [Fz(s 5 1)] and 2 [Fz(s 5 2)]. The se-

lection of a different pressure level in the lower tro-

posphere does not affect the results significantly (not

shown). We identify an LTWE when the standardized

anomaly of Fz exceeds the value of 2s. The central

date of the event is taken as the day with the maximum

value of Fz, and consecutive events must be at least

20 days apart, in a manner consistent with the defini-

tion of SSWs and that is approximatively two radiative

relaxation time scales of the polar midstratosphere

(Newman and Rosenfield 1997; Charlton and Polvani

2007). With these criteria, there are 191 LTWE1 and

182 LTWE2 in WACCM, and 71 and 91 in ERA-20C,

respectively.

For SSWs, we use a metric based on the deceleration

of the zonal mean wind at 608N and 10hPa, and thus are

referred to as sudden stratospheric deceleration (SSD)

events. An SSD is identified when the 10-day change in

the zonal mean zonal wind falls below 218m s21 in

WACCM and 220ms21 in ERA-20C (which approxi-

mately equal 2 standard deviations in each dataset), with

the central date set on the day with the strongest de-

celeration. Again, two consecutive events must be sep-

arated by at least 20 days. This procedure is similar to

that described in Martineau and Son (2015) and sets the

focus on the dynamical event. We identify 200 SSDs in

WACCM and 95 in ERA-20C.

We further classify SSDs according to the dominant

planetary wavenumber during the event. Taking the

standardized anomalies of Fz at 50 hPa, a wave-1 SSD

(SSD1) is classified if Fz(s 5 1) is larger than 2s in any

day within65 days from the SSW central date, provided

that Fz(s 5 2) is smaller than 2s. Conversely, a wave-2

SSD (SSD2) is classified if Fz(s 5 2) is larger than, and

Fz(s5 1) is smaller than, 2s. If bothFz(s5 1) andFz(s5 2)

meet the 2s threshold any day within 65 days from the

central date, the event is classified as a wave-1 and 2 event

(SSD1&2). The rest of the events, where neither Fz(s5 1)

or Fz(s 5 2) meet the threshold, are referred to as weak

wave SSDs (SSDww).

c. Vortex moment diagnostics

In this study we make use of vortex moments and el-

liptical diagnostics (Melander et al. 1986; Waugh 1997)

to extract time series of the centroid position (lc, fc),

area A, and aspect ratio r of the equivalent ellipse. The

1 The t statistic in a Student’s t test for the significance of a

composite mean is approximately proportional to the standardized

anomaly and the square root of the degrees of freedom, which in

this study is the number of events (tropospheric wave events or

sudden warmings) minus one. This means that threshold values for

the statistical significance at a given confidence level are approxi-

mately parallel to isopleths of standardized anomalies.
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‘‘equivalent ellipse’’ is an ellipse of uniform potential

vorticity (PV) with the same moment diagnostic as the

polar vortex at a given time. For this purpose we use

daily mean values of PV at the isentropic surface of

850K (;10hPa) from both WACCM and ERA-20C,

and apply the methodology ofMatthewman et al. (2009)

to compute both the absolute vortex moments Mkl

M
kl
5

ðð
[q̂(x, y)2q

b
]xkyl dx dy, (1)

and the relative vortex moments Jkl

J
kl
5

ðð
[q̂(x, y)2 q

b
](x2 x

c
)k(y2 y

c
)l dx dy. (2)

In Eqs. (1) and (2) q is PV, qb is the vortex boundary

taken as the PV average north of 458N, and q̂ is a

modified PV field equal to q if q. qb (i.e., in the vortex

interior), and equal to qb elsewhere. Note that we have

followed Waugh (1997) in the selection of the value of

the vortex boundary qb, and that it was shown in that

study that the results were not sensitive to this selection.

Also, (x, y) are coordinates in the Lambert’s azimuthal

projection, (k, l) give the moments order in the (x, y)

directions, and (xc, yc) are the position of the ellipse’s

centroid defined as

(x
c
, y

c
)5

1

M
00

(M
10
,M

01
). (3)

With these definitions, the area of the equivalent

ellipse is computed as

A5
M

00

q
b

, (4)

and the ellipse’s aspect ratio as

r5

�������
J
20
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02
1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4J211 1 (J
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1 J

02
2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
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20
2 J

02
)2

q
�������

1/2

. (5)

The ellipse centroid position [Eq. (3)] gives a measure of

thedisplacement of the vortex, the ellipse area [Eq. (4)] is an

estimation of the vortex’s area and strength, and the aspect

ratio [Eq. (5)] is a measure of the vortex’s elongation (i.e.,

the ratio between the major and minor axes of the vortex).

The reader is referred to Matthewman et al. (2009) for

further details.

3. The relation between lower tropospheric wave
events and sudden stratospheric warmings

a. Are extreme lower tropospheric wave events
followed by SSDs?

The first question we address is the fate of anoma-

lously strong lower tropospheric wave events, so we bin

the events according to whether or not they are followed

by SSDs in the stratosphere in a time span of 0 to

10 days. This time scale of 10 days was found by Sjoberg

and Birner (2012) to be associated with the wave forcing

of SSWs. Group velocity estimates also motivate this

time scale (see Albers and Birner 2014 and BA17), but

note that the results are not very sensitive to slight

variations in the length of this time scale. Table 1 pres-

ents the corresponding statistics. The results are re-

markably similar between WACCM and ERA-20C;

only 19% of all LTWEs are followed by SSDs in the

climate model, and 17% in the reanalysis. Viewed as a

function of the individual wavenumber events, 26% of

LTWE1 events in WACCM and 30% in ERA-20C are

followed by SSDs; for LTWE2, 12% and 8% of the

events in the respective datasets are followed by SSDs.

Figure 1 shows the evolution of standardized anom-

alies of Fz (black contours) and zonal wind acceleration

(color shading), composited around LTWE1 and

LTWE2 followed and not by SSDs in WACCM. By

construction, the four composites show a peak in upward

wave activity anomalies at 600hPa at lag 0 days

(Figs. 1a,b,d,e), with values larger than 2s. In the

stratosphere, there are strong anomalies of wave activity

and wind deceleration peaking at positive lags only in

LTWE1 and LTWE2 events followed by SSDs

(Figs. 1a,d). Peak values larger than 2s take place at lag

5 days simultaneously for both variables, but they are

centered at 10–20 hPa for wind deceleration and at

around 100hPa for the wave activity. Also, the anoma-

lies of wave activity span the whole depth of the

stratosphere for LTWE1 (Fig. 1a), while they appear

more restricted to the lower stratosphere for LTWE2

(Fig. 1d). For the events not followed by SSDs

(Figs. 1b,e), the anomalies of wave activity in the

stratosphere are smaller than 0.5s, although there is a

short period of time at lags 1–4 days with values over

1s in the lowermost stratosphere (below 100 hPa) for

both LTWE1 and LTWE2. These (weaker) anomalies

in stratospheric wave activity do not translate into

changes of the stratospheric circulation, and the wind

acceleration anomalies in the stratosphere remain

small (shading in Figs. 1b and 1e). Looking at the

composite difference between events followed and not

followed by SSDs (Figs. 1c,f), it is clear that the main

differences are located in the stratosphere, particularly
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for LTWE1 (note that the magenta lines and dots de-

note the areas with statistical significant differences of

Fz and wind acceleration, respectively, according to a

Student’s t test). It is not the case that tropospheric

wave events followed by SSDs are stronger than those

not followed by SSDs.

Figure 2 shows the corresponding composites using

ERA-20C. The structure and evolution of the anomalies

are quite similar to those inWACCM (Fig. 1), especially

for LTWE1 (top row). There are some differences

between WACCM and ERA-20 in the composites cor-

responding to LTWE2 events followed by SSDs (al-

though the number of events in ERA-20C is small)

(Figs. 1d and 2d, respectively), such as a deeper exten-

sion of the Fz(s 5 2) anomalies in the stratosphere in

the case of ERA-20C. However, the main message

extracted from Fig. 1 holds here: Sorting the tropo-

spheric wave events regarding whether or not they are

followed by SSDs does not discriminate the amplitude of

wave activity anomalies in the troposphere. The main

FIG. 1. Composite evolution, as a function of lag and pressure level, for extreme upward wave activity events (LTWEs) near 600 hPa in

WACCM. The upward EP flux anomaly (Fz) is shown in black contours (quantized in individual zonal wavenumbers, as indicated), with

the 10-day integrated wind tendency (›tU) in colors. Shown are (left) the subset of those LTWEs associated with an SSD, (middle) the

subset of those LTWEs not associated with SSDs, and (right) the difference between the (left) and (middle), for (a)–(c) LTWE1 and

(d)–(f) LTWE2. All anomalies are standardized (i.e., high values indicate high statistical significance). In (c) and (f), magenta lines and

dots indicate statistically significant values for the composite differences of Fz and ›tU, respectively, according to a two-tailed Student’s

t test (a 5 0.05). A horizontal gray line marks the approximate tropopause level (;270 hPa).

TABLE 1. Number of lower tropospheric wave events (LTWEs) followed and not followed by sudden stratospheric deceleration

(SSD) events.

LTWE1 LTWE2 All LTWE

WACCM Followed by SSD 50 (26%) 22 (12%) 72 (19%)

Not followed by SSD 144 (74%) 157 (88%) 301 (81%)

Total 194 179 373

ERA-20C Followed by SSD 21 (30%) 7 (8%) 28 (17%)

Not followed by SSD 50 (70%) 84 (92%) 134 (83%)

Total 71 91 162
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differences, as expected from the construction of the

composites, happen in the stratosphere.

What is then the fate of the tropospheric wave activity

when LTWEs are not followed by SSDs? Composites of

EP flux diagrams on the central day of the event

indicate a strong accumulation of wave activity around

the tropopause in these cases (Figs. 3 and 4 forWACCM

and ERA-20C, respectively). More importantly, the

composite difference of LTWEs followed and not fol-

lowed by SSDs shows no significant difference in wave

propagation paths in the troposphere (Figs. 3c,f and

4c,f). Instead, the difference of anomalous EP flux di-

vergence (EPFD) shows positive values in the mid-

latitude upper troposphere/lower stratosphere; that is,

anomalous convergence of wave activity in LTWEs not

followed by SSDs with respect to those events followed

by SSDs. Note that these results are consistent at dif-

ferent time lags around the central date of LTWEs

(not shown).

BA17 suggested the presence of a wave source above

the tropopause in LTWE1 events that are followed by

SSDs, but they worked with only seven events of this

type in ERA-Interim. Figure 5 displays the evolution of

the 10-day running-mean EPFD around LTWEs at

;250 hPa, in both WACCM (top row) and ERA-20C

(bottom row), which have at least 3 times as many

events. Note that this figure shows the net value of

EPFD, not the anomalies. For LTWE1 followed by

SSDs (red line in Figs. 5a and 5d), there is a transition

from weak negative EPFD at negative lags to positive at

positive lags, consistent with BA17’s results. This tran-

sition in the sign of the EPFD could simply be the

signature of wave propagation; as a wave packet prop-

agates, it will be accompanied by EP flux convergence

on the wave front (wave activity increasing) and by

divergence behind (wave activity decreasing) (e.g.,

Hoskins 1983; Birner et al. 2013; Martineau and Son

2015). So in the presence of wave propagation, this sig-

nature on EPFD is expected to cancel upon time in-

tegration. However, the positive EPFD after the event is

much larger than the negative EPFD before the event

(and thus dominates the time average around the

events) (Figs. 5a,d), so it can be interpreted as a net

source of wave activity that contributes to the rapid

growth of stratospheric wave activity in these cases (i.e.,

LTWE1 followed by SSDs). A much weaker transition

from negative to positive EFFD happens in LTWE1 not

followed by SSDs (Figs. 5b,e), and time integrating

EPFD over the event clearly gives negative values in

these cases (i.e., a wave activity sink). A possible ex-

planation of a wave source above the tropopause is shear

instability (Charney and Stern 1962). A necessary

FIG. 2. As in Fig. 1, but for ERA-20C.
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condition for barotropic/baroclinic instability is a reversal

of the positive meridional potential vorticity gradient, but

we have not found any signature of this necessary condi-

tion in our analysis (not shown).Another possibility for the

wave-1 source above the tropopause is wave–wave in-

teractions (Smith 1983; Smith et al. 1984); further research

is needed to gain more insights into this wave-1 source.

Next we turn our attention to the evolution of the

vortex geometry during LTWEs to better understand

why some LTWEs are followed by SSDs while others

(the majority) are not. The objective is to explore pre-

conditioning ideas by which the state of the vortex may

contribute to the wave activity burst in the stratosphere

via modulation/focusing of wave propagation and/or

favoring wave resonance (e.g., McIntyre 1982; Smith

1992). Figure 6 shows composite differences between

LTWEs followed and not followed by SSDs of anoma-

lies of the latitude of the vortex centroid (left panels),

vortex area (middle panels), and vortex aspect ratio

(right panels). In WACCM (upper panels of Fig. 6), the

vortex centroid tends to be located 28 to 48 to the north,

and the vortex tends to be larger and stronger, during

the two weeks prior to LTWE1 when these are followed

by SSDs (red lines in Figs. 6a and 6b). These positional

and strength preferences are not found before LTWE2

events (black lines in Figs. 6a and 6b). At positive lags,

the centroid is displaced farther off of the pole and the

vortex loses size and strength in wave events followed by

SSDs with respect to those not followed by SSWs, as

expected. No significant differences are found in the

evolution of the vortex’s aspect ratio (Fig. 6c). These

results suggest that the vortex is preferentially strong

and centered on the pole for tropospheric wave-1 events

to be followed by SSDs, and therefore puts the spotlight

on the stratospheric state to determine whether or not

an LTWE will be followed by an SSD.

b. Are SSDs preceded by lower tropospheric wave
events?

We next address the problem from the opposite

perspective: How many SSD events are preceded by

anomalously strong lower tropospheric wave events?

FIG. 3. EP flux diagrams for composites of LTWEs at lag 0 days, in WACCM. The meridional and vertical components of anomalies of

the EP flux are shown in vectors, and the anomalous EP flux divergence (EPFD) is shown in colors. (left) Subset of those LTWEs

associated with an SSD, (middle) subset of those LTWEs not associated with SSDs, and (right) difference between (left) and (middle),

shown for (a)–(c) LTWE1, with variables plotted for zonal wave harmonic s5 1, and (d)–(f) LTWE2, with variables plotted for zonal wave

harmonic s 5 2. All values are standardized (i.e., high values indicate high statistical significance). The box in (a) shows the reference

arrow length for a 1s anomaly. In (c) and (f), magenta lines indicate statistically significant values for the composite differences of EPFD,

and vectors are plotted only if at least one component of theEP flux is statistically significant, according to a two-tailed Student’s t test (a5
0.05).
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(We use here the same 10-day time scale). Table 2

presents the corresponding statistics. As in the pre-

vious subsection, the numbers are very similar be-

tween WACCM and ERA-20C: 37% of all SSDs are

preceded by LTWEs in the climate model, and 33% in

the reanalysis. Our results are consistent with ERA-

Interim (BA17), as well as with a recent analysis of

over 1500 years of climate model runs where 31% of

all simulated SSWs were preceded by LTWEs (White

et al. 2019). Sorting the stratospheric warmings as a

function of the dominant wavenumber (see section

3b), we find that 38% (40%) of SSD1 events are

preceded by LTWE1 in WACCM (ERA-20C), while

28% (29%) of SSD2 events are preceded by LTWE2.

Note that SSD1 (SSD2) events represent 53% (30%)

of all SSDs in WACCM, and 47% (18%) in ERA-

20C.

The standardized anomalies of Fz(s 5 1 1 2)2 in the

stratosphere present values over 2s in the 65 days of the

SSW central date, simultaneously with large wind de-

celeration anomalies (Figs. 7a,d). This is evidence of the

positive feedback internal to the stratosphere between

upward wave activity and themean flow that leads to SSDs

(e.g., Sjoberg andBirner 2014). The composites showmuch

weaker anomalies in the troposphere, slightly over 0.5s in

WACCMand evenweaker inERA-20C (Figs. 7a,d). From

this perspective, the amplification of Fz in the stratosphere

for the majority of events can hardly be attributed to a

strong amplification in the tropospheric wave sources.

Sorting the SSDs regarding the dominant wave-

number reveals that SSD1 events have a stronger tro-

pospheric signal of wave activity than SSD2 events, both

in WACCM and ERA-20C (middle and right panels of

Fig. 7), with peak anomalies reaching 1s in the 10 days

prior to the stratospheric event (Figs. 7b,e). Given the

relatively large sample of SSDs we are working with in

both datasets, we can analyze in detail the evolution of

the upward wave activity according to whether or not

theywere preceded by LTWEs. Focusing on SSD1 events

first, we see in Fig. 8 that the evolutions of both the up-

ward wave activity in the stratosphere and the de-

celeration anomalies are very similar in both type of

events (i.e., preceded or not by LTWEs). One difference

is that SSDs preceded by LTWEs have a peak in upward

wave activity anomalies lower in the stratosphere than

those SSDs not preceded by LTWE. But the main dif-

ferences take place in the troposphere, where there is a

much stronger wave activity signal if the SSDs are

FIG. 4. As in Fig. 3, but for ERA-20C.

2 Fz(s5 11 2) is normalized by the standard deviation of the sum

of the wave-1 and wave-2 components of Fz.
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preceded by LTWEs (Figs. 8a,c). Therefore, the com-

posite signal of wave fluxes in the troposphere preceding

SSDs (particularly SSD1 events) evident in Figs. 7b and

7e comes for themost part from a smaller subset of events

(38%) with substantial tropospheric wave fluxes (LTWEs),

while the remainder of SSD1 events have quite small lower

tropospheric fluxes. However, even in the events not linked

to tropospheric wave events there are anomalies over one

standard deviation in the upper troposphere, which could

be related to recent findings on the relation between tro-

pospheric synoptic events and lower stratospheric heat flux

anomalies (Attard and Lang 2019). This happens both in

WACCM and ERA-20C.

Figure 9 displays the corresponding panels for SSD2

events. The wave activity anomalies in the upper

troposphere in cases not preceded by LTWEs are much

weaker for SSD2 than SSD1 events in WACCM (cf.

Figs. 9b and 8b), perhaps suggesting that the connection

with tropospheric dynamics is weaker for split than for

displacement SSDs in the model. In ERA-20C this is

different, standardized anomalies in the upper tropo-

sphere are quite similar in SSD1 and SSD2 events not

preceded by LTWEs (cf. Figs. 9d and 8d). Similar to

SSD1 events, the peak in wave activity anomalies

happens lower in the stratosphere in SSD2 events that

are preceded by LTWEs. This suggests that in cases for

which there is LTWE, the wave activity propagates up-

ward, grows and peaks/reaches maximum amplitude a

bit lower in the stratosphere. But a similar message is

conveyed here: The main difference between strato-

spheric events preceded and not preceded by LTWEs

happens in the troposphere.

The wave-1 source signal that appeared above the

tropopause after LTWE1 events followed by SSDs

(Figs. 5a,c) shows up as well when compositing as a

function of SSD1 events (Fig. 10). The important aspect

that Fig. 10 introduces is that this wave-1 source signal is

linked to the occurrence of SSD1 events regardless of

whether or not they are preceded by LTWEs. This

would suggest that processes internal to the stratosphere

are playing an important role here.

We next analyze the vortex moment diagnostics in the

midstratosphere (850K). Figure 11 shows the composite

evolution of the anomalies of the latitude of the cen-

troid, area, and aspect ratio for SSD1 and SSD2 events.

For the vortex centroid and area (left and middle

panels), there is a clear cycle going from negative to

positive lags where the vortexmoves away from the pole

FIG. 5. Time evolution of theEP flux divergence (EPFD) (net values, no anomalies) at 250 hPa around the LTWEcentral date. EPFDof

the zonal harmonic s 5 1 is displayed for LTWE1 (red line) and of zonal harmonic s 5 2 for LTWE2 (black lines). (left),(middle)

Composite evolution for LTWEs followed and not followed by SSDs, respectively, and (right) the difference with thick lines highlighting

the statistically significant values (Student’s t test for the difference of means, a5 0.05). Results for (top) WACCM and (bottom) ERA-

20C are shown.
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and shrinks. This is what is expected during the life cycle

of sudden warmings. Looking into what happens at

negative lags in more detail, we find some differences in

the statistical significance of the signals between

WACCM and ERA-20C. In the climate model the

vortex centroid is significantly located 28 to the north

before SSD1 events (Fig. 11a), but in the reanalysis this is

not the case (Fig. 11d). On the other hand, the reanalysis

shows a significantly stronger and wider vortex up until

;15 days before both SSD1 and SSD2 events (Fig. 11e),

as well as an elongated vortex before SSD2 events (ex-

pected since SSD2 will be dominated by split events)

(Fig. 11f); but these signals are absent in the model.

Generally, Fig. 11 shows a wider vortex with its center

located closer to the pole before SSD1 events. To the

extent to which SSD1 events will be dominated by dis-

placement suddenwarmings (Charlton andPolvani 2007),

these results are fairly consistent with previous studies

(e.g., Albers and Birner 2014). And importantly, isolating

the SSD events that are preceded and not preceded by

LTWEs does not change statistically significantly our re-

sults (see Fig. S1 in the online supplemental material).

However, there is a lack of consistency betweenWACCM

and ERA-20C for these vortex moment diagnostics that

suggests that preconditioning signals are not very robust.

4. Discussion and conclusions

We have used 240 years from historical runs with the

chemistry–climate model WACCM, and the twentieth-

century reanalysis ERA-20C to analyze the relation

between anomalous lower tropospheric wave events

(LTWEs) and the occurrence of sudden stratospheric

deceleration (SSD) events, from which sudden strato-

spheric warmings defined as wind reversals at 608N and

10hPa are a subset. Our results robustly show the

following:

d only;20% of all LTWEs are followed by an SSD, and
d only ;1/3 of all SSDs are preceded by an LTWE.

These results are not very sensitive to the specific

thresholds used in the definitions of both LTWEs and

SSDs (not shown).

One might argue that a threshold of (or around)

2s for the definition of LTWEs is too restrictive, and

that SSDs may be more directly linked to anomalous

situations in the troposphere of moderate intensity. To

check this point, we have selected moderate LTWEs

(mLTWEs) in WACCM, defined as those events

where the anomalies of upward EP flux are larger than

1s but stay lower than 2s. The percentages of

FIG. 6. Composite evolution around LTWE central dates of anomalies of elliptical diagnostics at 850K: (a),(d) latitude of the vortex

centroid, (b),(e) vortex area, and (c),(f) vortex aspect ratio, for (top) WACCM and (bottom) ERA-20C. Red (black) lines indicate the

composite difference between LTWE1 (LTWE2) followed and not followed by SSDs, with thick lines highlighting the statistically sig-

nificant values (Student’s t test for the difference of means, a 5 0.05).
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mLTWEs followed by SSDs, and of SSDs preceded by

mLTWEs, are remarkably similar to our results with

extreme LTWEs (see Tables S1 and S2 in the sup-

plemental material). This indicates that the probabil-

ity of occurrence of SSDs does not depend on the

strength of the tropospheric wave activity anomalies,

and further highlights the weak statistical connection

between SSDs and anomalous wave events in the

troposphere.

The consistency found between the model and the

twentieth-century reanalysis confirms previous results

with the shorter record of ERA-Interim (Birner and

Albers 2017), and provides statistically significant evi-

dence that the anomalous amplification of wave activity

in the stratosphere that drives SSDs is in most cases not

due to an anomalous amplification of the waves in the

source region (i.e., the lower troposphere). This is

consistent with idealized model experiments (e.g.,

Christiansen 1999; Scott and Polvani 2004, 2006;

Matthewman and Esler 2011; Esler and Matthewman

2011; Sjoberg and Birner 2014; Jucker 2016; de la

Cámara et al. 2017; Lindgren et al. 2018), and demon-

strated here in reanalysis and state-of-the-art chemistry

climate model simulations (see also White et al. 2019).

FIG. 7. Composite evolution, as a function of lag and pressure level, for (a),(d) all SSD events, (b),(e) SSD1 events, and (c),(f) SSD2

events in (top) WACCM and (bottom) ERA-20C. The upward EP flux anomaly is shown in black contours, and the anomalies of the 10-

day integrated wind tendency in colors. All anomalies are standardized [i.e., high values indicate high statistical significance (z score)].

Horizontal gray lines mark the approximate tropopause level (;270 hPa).

TABLE 2. Number of SSDs preceded and not preceded by LTWEs.

SSD1 SSD2 SSD1&2 SSDww All SSD

WACCM Preceded by LTWE1 39 (38%) 2 (6%) 0 (—) 13 (21%) 54 (27%)

Preceded by LTWE2 6 (6%) 9 (28%) 0 (—) 5 (8%) 20 (10%)

Not preceded by LTWE 61 (58%) 27 (66%) 0 (—) 44 (71%) 126 (63%)

Total 106 32 0 62 200

ERA-20C Preceded by LTWE1 18 (40%) 1 (6%) 0 (0%) 4 (13%) 23 (24%)

Preceded by LTWE2 1 (2%) 5 (29%) 1 (33%) 1 (3%) 8 (8%)

Not preceded by LTWE 26 (58%) 11 (65%) 2 (67%) 25 (83%) 64 (67%)

Total 45 17 3 30 95
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If anomalous tropospheric wave activity does not rep-

resent the main cause of the sudden rise of stratospheric

upward EP fluxes, which process does? The answers that

previous research offers give a primary role to the strato-

spheric circulation. Birner and Albers (2017) argued that

the climatological wave activity in the troposphere is

around one order of magnitude larger than in the strato-

sphere, so it may well be enough to tap into this reservoir

below for the stratosphere to develop an SSW (see SSD

composites of the net wave fluxes—no anomalies—in

Figs. S2 and S3 in the supplemental material). This can be

achievedwith lower stratospheric configurations that allow

extra penetration of the tropospheric wave activity (Chen

and Robinson 1992), but also with a vortex geometry that

favors the focusing of wave activity toward high latitudes

(McIntyre 1982). Although it has been proven hard to di-

agnose (Albers and Birner 2014; Domeisen et al. 2018b),

resonance is another process explaining rapid wave am-

plification in the stratosphere linked to SSWs (Clark 1974;

Tung and Lindzen 1979; Plumb 1981; Esler and Scott 2005;

Matthewman and Esler 2011).

Within this context, we have employed vortex mo-

ment diagnostics and shown that the vortex is generally

wider and the center is located closer to the pole before

wave-1 LTWEs (LTWE1) that are followed by SSDs

(Fig. 6), a configuration found to precede wave-1 SSDs

(SSD1) in a composite sense, regardless of whether they

are or not connected to LTWEs (Fig. 11). We have also

found that LTWE1 followed by SSD1 events are gen-

erally accompanied by a wave-1 source just above the

tropopause (Fig. 5), something found as well for the

composite of all SSD1 events (Fig. 10). The reason for

this wave source region is unclear, and conditions for

shear instability are hardly met in our composite anal-

ysis (not shown), which calls for further research.

Our results in Figs. 7–9 suggest that the majority of

stratospheric events do not trace back to anomalously

strong tropospheric wave forcing. One would then ex-

pect ERA-20C, which only includes assimilation of

surface observations, to do poorly in simulating the

correct timing of stratospheric events such as SSDs. We

have compared event dates in ERA-20C to those found

FIG. 8. Composite evolution, as a function of lag and pressure level, for (a),(c) SSD1 preceded by LTWE1 and

(b),(d) SSD1 not preceded by LTWEs, in (top) WACCM and (bottom) ERA-20C. The upward EP flux anomaly

[for zonal wavenumber 1 Fz(s 5 1)] is shown in black contours, and the anomalies of the 10-day integrated wind

tendency in colors. All anomalies are standardized [i.e., high values indicate high statistical significance (z score)].

Horizontal gray lines mark the approximate tropopause level (;270 hPa).
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in ERA-Interim by BA17 (see Table S3 in the supple-

mental material) for the common period of 1979–2010.

Surprisingly, 10 out of 27 SSDs found inERA-Interim are

reproduced to within 3 days by ERA-20C. Furthermore,

for many of the remaining 17 SSD events the evolu-

tion of the zonal mean zonal wind at 608 and 10 hPa

is remarkably similar between ERA-20C and ERA-

Interim (not shown). Nevertheless, there are striking

FIG. 10. As in Fig. 5, but for SSD events preceded and not by LTWEs.

FIG. 9. As in Fig. 8, but for SSD2 events, and black contours showing anomalies of upward wave activity for

zonal wavenumber 2 [Fz(s 5 2)].
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counterexamples where the event is essentially missed

completely in ERA-20C, such as the January 2009

SSW, which was previously interpreted to have been

triggered by resonance (Albers and Birner 2014).

Is the knowledge of the near-surface wave fluxes and

their correct evolution (likely to be the case in ERA-

20C) sufficient then to reproduce SSDs in many cases?

First, note that 5 out of the subset of 10 common SSD

events between the datasets are associated with an

LTWE (see Table 1 in the supplemental material of

BA17), which may indicate that these 5 events were

indeed triggered by a pulse of anomalously strong up-

ward wave flux from the lower troposphere. However,

we also note that the stratospheric state prior to SSDs is

essentially a function of the history of wave fluxes of

tropospheric origin and their (nontrivial) interactions

with the stratospheric mean flow. More or less con-

straining the evolution of lower tropospheric wave fluxes

in ERA-20C will likely ‘‘nudge’’ the entire column to-

ward the observed state. Furthermore, it is important to

note that data assimilation (such as the 4DVar system

used for ERA-20C) can be quite powerful in adjusting

the flow field remote to the region of data input. For

example, Compo et al. (2006) showed how assimilating a

single surface measurement that is only 1 hPa different

from the model ‘‘first guess’’ produces a vertically deep

response all the way up to at least 300hPa. The impli-

cation is that data assimilation of surface observations,

particularly those of surface pressure, has a far field ef-

fect that likely effectively constrains the wave flux evo-

lution of the entire troposphere. Nevertheless, the fact

that more than half of the observed SSDs between 1979

and 2010 are not captured in ERA-20C means that the

nonlinearity of the positive wave–mean flow feedback

leading to SSDs (and SSWs) may break the above

mentioned effective constraints and thereby limit the

predictability of SSDs.

The search for precursors of sudden stratospheric

warmings is in good part motivated by the additional

skill that these events provide in subseasonal to seasonal

forecasts (e.g., Tripathi et al. 2015; Butler et al. 2019). In

this regard, our findings suggest to look in more detail

into lowermost stratospheric dynamics and vortex ge-

ometry. New diagnostics based on the position and ge-

ometry of the vortex, such as those developed in

Lawrence and Manney (2018), have the potential to

FIG. 11. Composite evolution around SSD central dates of anomalies of elliptical diagnostics at 850K: (a),(d) latitude of the vortex

centroid, (b),(e) vortex area, and (c),(f) vortex aspect ratio, for (top) WACCM and (bottom) ERA-20C. Red and black lines indicate the

composite anomalies for all SSD1 and SSD2, respectively, with thick lines highlighting the statistically significant values (Student’s t test,

a 5 0.05).
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overcome the difficulty of interpreting longitudinally

averaged quantities in largely nonzonal situations such

as during stratospheric warmings.
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